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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The pandemic is totally putting 300,000 people out of work in a sector
which, taken in the broadest sense as the "event industry", employs
416,000 people in Italy, totaling 5 billion euros in turnover and 16% of GDP.
Among these, there are many workers of the music industry: between
events postponed to 2021, closed venues, insufficient compensation and
workers stopped since February, there are 200 thousand technicians, tour
managers and singers in crisis.
We started by estimating the negative externalities the pandemic has
posed in terms of loss of revenues, decline in employment and increased
feeling of isolation. Faced with lockdown, MIH found a way through
reinventing itself to respond to physical distancing requirements that
enforced a change in music consumption-delivery patterns. Consequently,
the Heroes event was first of its kind, hybrid livestream organized by the
company. The solutions were thus assessed in two distinct ways.
Firstly, a Benchmark analysis was performed covering the main categories
of streaming platforms to portray the trends driving the market. Focusing
on the switch from physical concerts to digital delivery, identifying
customer needs and readapting rapidly with the help of technology.
Secondly, an Impact assessment was carried out to measure the social and
economic value created by the Heroes event. We also integrated
stakeholder voices through interviews to understand impacts over
time. Using the Social Impact Assessment model, we have described the
social value proposition and the relevant matrices to evaluate the
performance and guide MIH towards a more impact-oriented,
economically sustainable model.
The switch to online delivery has been one of the most striking responses
to changing societal needs. With the easing of lockdowns and a progressive
return to face-to-face activities, MIH would have to reevaluate their
structure and balance their online and offline offerings to achieve a
sustainable business model.
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2. CONTEXT AND PROBLEMS
The Covid-19 pandemic hit all sectors and the creative industries, including the music industry. The
restrictions imposed by pandemic has led to losses in terms of revenue and employment in the music
industry. Most societal shifts or major world events tend to bring about innovation and new ideas. This
pandemic was an opportunity for the music industry to figure out ways to bring artists closer to fans
without bringing them physically closer and new ways to generate excitement around music and
ensuring the live concert experience remains although in a different form.
In the Italian market, comparing the half yearly values of digital and physical music we see the shift
towards the digital sector, further facilitated by the global crisis with steep increase in the digital market
versus that of last year.

Figure 1: Market value of the music industry in Italy H1 2019- H1 2020, by segment

As we can see from the Figure 1, in the first quarter of 2020 the digital market increase of 22,32%, whilst
the physical one dropped by 47,87%, therefore, as it is shown in Figure 2, it is clear how much the live
events were affected, decreasing the sale of services related to music as well.

Figure 2: Estimated loss in the music industry by sector due to Covid-19 (2020)
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The music industry is trying to fight against the pandemic, using new business models, to find different
ways to monetize during the Covid emergency. However, some trends have been present in the industry
for a few years as seen on the pie chart for 2019, and due to Covid-19, they accelerated the process of
growth, such as the streaming world. Italy is following the same global trend in the music industry. About
this, a survey (Statista, “Radar Settimanale, Niente sarà più come prima”, April 2020) asked Italian
individuals if they would pay to watch cultural events on a dedicated online platform during the
coronavirus emergency. Data show that four in ten respondents claimed to be willing to pay to watch
pop music concerts online. Moreover, 34% of interviewees would pay to watch musicals online.

Figure 3: Global recorded music revenues by segment (2019)
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3. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Our project has a dual purpose. After the detailed analysis of the live streaming industry, specifically
asked by the organization, we will be able to give feedback on the MIH's biggest attempt of doing a live
streaming concert and to compare it with other solutions carried out by other companies. We will also
propose suggestions to face the problems caused by the pandemic. These results are very important to
MIH, since it is putting a lot of effort into finding a way to make the business model of the live streaming
industry sustainable for all the workers of the music sector.
Additionally, we have the objective of measuring the social impact of the MIH activities, particularly
the Heroes event, to quantify and qualify positive changes generated by the company.
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4. METHODS AND ACTIVITIES
a. Logical Framework
For the first part of our project, we conducted deep research that led us to the external and internal
analysis of the context, with the application of two tools, the PESTE and the SWOT. We started by
analysing the live streaming industry at a global level, then we focused on the Italian context and, more
specifically, on the activities of MIH.
In the second part, we identified measurement objectives and internal boundaries of MIH, defining its
impact statement and mission, followed by the stakeholder analysis. After choosing the Social Impact
Assessment model, we performed its three main steps: Define, Quantify and Track.

b. Activities
Literature Review
The articles and the sources have been organized chronologically based on the steps followed to achieve
each of the two objectives of this project.
Concerning the Benchmark analysis, the goal of the literature review is to gather information about live
streaming in the music industry, its role during the pandemic and its perspectives for the future.
Frankeberg's (2020) article is based on a survey of 6000 artists and fans, and points out the success of
live-streamed events during the pandemic and the perspectives for the future in terms of concerts'
sustainability and artists' globalization, but it is too much optimistic on the potential to monetize live
streams.
Stassen's (2020) article helped us understand the trends and opportunities of the music industry and
the different players’ strategies but, on the economic side, it is too much focused on big artists, without
mentioning the emerging ones.
Mulligan's (2020)1 article supported our analysis of the positions of the different players in the industry
and the potential disruption of virtual reality combined with live-streamed concerts.
Look Ahead (Livestream 2017) is a report on Livestream statistics that helped us in identifying the key
features for a live video from the customers' point of view but is not focused on music live streaming.
Pastukov’s (2020)2 article supported us in the prediction of trends, by bringing together the opinions of
experts.

1 Mulligan. 2020. “Who will own the virtual concert space?” Midia, August 28.

2

Pastukhov. 2020. “What Does the Future Hold? 4 Music Trends & Expert Predictions for 2020 (And Beyond)” Soundcharts, February 13.
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Daly's (2020) study encouraged us in analysing the successful example of K-Pop in Livestream and
understanding the potentiality of augmented reality.
The future of streaming and music marketing post Covid-19 (Musically 2020) is reporting a broad
discussion of a panel of experts that made us outline some key insights for the external context analysis,
as well as the opportunities in the market.
Don’t stand so close to me (MIH 2020) is a survey that helped us in understanding the Italian context by
segmenting the market and creating the customer’s personas and journeys.
La digitalizzazione nella musica ed il ruolo delle music-tech companies (MIH 2020) has been useful to
better comprehend the trend of digitalization in the music industry.
Moving to the Social impact measurement, the goal of the literature review is to find the right model
to apply and to identify the right set of measurable indicators.
MIH documents available on their website helped us in defining the impact statement and the mission
objectives of the organization.
Yates’s (2017) article and Best Practices In Social Return On Investment (Sopact, n.d.) made us
understand the SROI process, which was the one chosen according to the purpose, the target
organization and the interested stakeholders. They also helped us to figure out that SROI was not the
best model for us, since we needed not only monetary indicators but also qualitative ones to quantify
social inclusion.
Winrow's (2018) article gave us an example of SROI applied to music, but it was more an educational
project than something applied to the music industry.
Finally, we decided to apply the Social Impact Assessment model that combines qualitative and
quantitative results in the measurement of the impact.
Social Impact Assessment Guidelines (GSVC 2017) gave us the steps to follow to implement the SIA.
Supplemental Guidance: Approach to Social Impact Summary (GSVC 2017) was our reference
framework to describe the venture’s social value proposition.
For the indicators' selection, we consulted the IRIS+ System but has often proved difficult for us to find
metrics that could fit well to our company's context because the music industry has no specific
measures. Therefore, we mostly opt for indicators that we created on our own, taking inspiration from
the IRIS ones.
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Data collection and analysis
Data collection integrates quantitative and qualitative methods because of the long-term perspective
of most of the impacts, that have not yet occurred, and to have a complete view on such a broad theme.
Regarding quantitative data, we consulted surveys approved by the European Union, such as ‘EU
support for artists and the cultural and creative sector during the coronavirus crisis’ (EPRS 2020) and
‘The Survey: fact and figures of music venues in Europe’ (LiveDMA 2017) that was useful mostly to search
proxies for our indicators. The data from the Heroes Event were provided by MIH or taken from Heroes,
il futuro inizia adesso diventa Heroes, il futuro è iniziato’ (Musicaincontatto, 2020) and the ones about
the fund are available on their website for transparency reasons. Other data for the calculation of the
indicators were taken from ‘The music industry in Italy’ (Statista 2020), while to help us with the proxies
for the calculation of the environmental impact of a live concert we referred to Landreman’s (2012)
study for the Stanford University about the impact of Radiohead concert, the US Energy Information
Administration estimates and Country-level Social Cost of Carbon Database Explorer (European Institute
on Economics and the Environment).
Regarding the qualitative data collection, we have based it mainly on interviews. Thanks to the MIH
network of stakeholders we were able to involve Andrea Mariano, musician, producer and sound
designer from Negramaro, which recently experimented the “Hyper-Cube” 3D technology in the
livestreamed event for the presentation of their album “Contatto”; Kety Fusco, an emerging artist
playing the harp, that performed in the Heroes event, and Marco Giordano, cross-media expert with
experience in different live-streamed concerts. They helped validate our reasonings in the benchmark
analysis, as well as to understand the stakeholders’ involvement and the definition of the social value
chain.

Andrea Mariano

Marco Giordano

Kety Fusco
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5. RESULTS: BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
a. Trends Analysis
Live music is not going to be the same again, and the innovations in virtual and streamed events are not
simply a band-aid to get us through tough times. Instead, they are the foundations for permanent
additions to the live music mix. Until now, live music was not subject to streaming’s great assimilation
process. Nevertheless, Covid-19 changed all that.

Livestream not as a substitute product
As we have already mentioned, there was an accelerated process of development to introduce certain
new trends such as a link with virtual reality, the way we consume music and new ways of income. One
of the biggest ideas in respect of the Covid-19 emergency is the live-streamed concerts, an idea already
proposed but mainly exploited along with concerts-in-presence, while the restrictions of this year made
it the only solution. However, as it has come up with our analysis, Livestream concerts are not a
substitute product, but they are a useful tool that artists exploited in this terrible period. Indeed, 67%
of live video viewers are more likely to buy a ticket to a concert or event after watching a live video
of that event or a similar one. (As of December 21, 2017, AmpLive stated in its article, “7 Online Video
Statistics to End 2017”).

The increasing role of technologies in the music industry
While social distancing efforts spurred by the coronavirus outbreak have already pushed us into a
decidedly more digital world, the improvements in technologies like 5G connectivity, AI Automation,
and low-latency video delivery will ensure that video streaming is here to stay. Technology will make
streaming cheaper but at the same time it will provide higher quality. Technology will support the artists
in new ways with limitless streaming applications and a more customer-driven approach by analysing
consumption patterns.
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Attention Economy & Gamification of live streams (Annex: Exhibit 1)
The modern economy increasingly revolves around the human attention span and how services capture
that attention. Video, gaming, social media, collaborations & partnerships, podcasts are utilized to gain
attention. Gaming has been leveraged by platforms to capture consumers' attention. One cannot ignore
the fact that concerts in virtual reality are part of a not-so-distant future. Although VR viewer technology
has yet to be perfected, the interactive experience it offers users makes the show a unique journey. This
paradigm is being exploited by videogames developers and artists in Fortnite, Minecraft, Adventure
Quest 3D and Animal crossing wherein hybridization between gaming and music was experimented in
Italy.
As music consumption is increasingly digital, there is a growing role for owned and third-party platforms
in shaping music distribution, discovery and consumer behaviour. We will thus analyse the 3 main pillars
of streaming platforms to gain insight into the digital strategies.
The analysis has been carried on according to 5 dimensions of evaluation:
•
•
•
•
•

User Experience: type of interaction the platform has with the users in terms of live streaming
Music Format: various content the users access on the platform
Profitability: different revenue streams of the platform
Technology: main technology that supports and drives the platform
Copyrights: intellectual property and royalties for the music accessed through the platform

b. Startups and new branded platforms
Digitalization has brought about this disruption which has created a huge number of new ideas and
solutions for the development of platforms that manage live streaming concerts, that are very different
from the other. These startups are intended to provide a different experience to the customer;
nevertheless, an ongoing experiment is undertaken to find and develop the best technology and
techniques for engaging fans and convincing them to pay for digital shows.
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We analysed several startups which have different strength and different focus. For instance, DICE TV
aims attention at a quality-live stream, while WAVE XR gives a virtual experience for the customer. Other
start-ups are Melody VR & NAPSTER which is an entertainment platform or SKRACHY platform that
is developing around the distribution of live DJ sets; furthermore, A-live is an Italian licensed
proprietary platform for live music interactive streaming. (Annex: Exhibit 2)

Figure 4: Startups and new branded platforms

c. White label platforms
White label refers to a platform produced by one company (the producer) that other companies (the
marketers/artists) rebrand to make it appear as their own.
A white-label platform software is usually designed to automate the sales and marketing funnel. It is
completely customizable to fit the branding of the marketing provider that uses it. The most popular
platforms in this pillar are Maestro, which focuses on engagement tools that drive actions at key
moments while capturing user data to be used in analytics and marketing campaigns, and Kiswe,
popularised by the Korean group BTS, which is a cloud production platform delivering picture-in-picture
viewing experiences, allowing digital viewers to switch in and out of alternative audio feeds presented
by guest commentators. (Annex: Exhibit 3)
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Figure 5: White label platforms

d. Big tech companies
Dominant companies that leverage their superiority in technology and functionality to provide services
include YouTube Live, Facebook Live, Twitch Live, Instagram Live, TikTok. Most of the contents are rolled
out free of charge, however recent attempts have been made to monetize the streams through
advertising or subscriptions. When concerts in person were forbidden, big tech companies and social
networks mainly were the easiest and the more practical way to keep contact with fanbase for artists.
Despite the wide accessibility to the public, it is still difficult to monetize directly from the event. (Annex:
Exhibit 4)

Figure 6: Big tech companies

e. Positioning
Based on our analysis of the platforms, ratings were provided on three dimensions that are User
experience, Profitability and Technology on a scale of 1 - 10 to show the level and functionality of the
dimension. We have considered the three most comparable dimensions to use in the positioning map.
Profitability and Technology are positioned on the axes while the size of the bubble depicts the User
experience.
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Figure 7: Positioning map livestreaming industry

As shown in the chart, technology is one of the most important features on which most platforms
leverage to improve the experience and add value to the platform. Improving the customer experience
is the main objective for most, to give a worthy alternative to people and artists. Startup platforms have
utilized the technology improvement in recent years to their advantage while big tech companies seem
to be more established in other social media formats than live streaming and are yet to incorporate
advanced technologies like VR. However, the big tech companies have relatively high customers
accessing the platform based on their popularity and ease of use. White label platforms monetize their
streams well as they have dedicated digital strategies for business and are highly customizable based on
the needs of the artists and consumption patterns.

f. Italian context
In terms of the Italian context, the music industry is still inclined towards traditional sectors.
The streaming services that we have got to know in recent times, during the Covid era, has created a
new type of relationship between artists and the public but is lacking in differentiation and innovation
of the functionalities where most of the artists are streaming content like a televised event with no
interactions.
The Survey by MIH to understand the Italian trend, “Don't stand so close to me" depicts the preferences
of customers. 85% of people believe real events are not about just listening to music but the whole
experience of going out. (Figure 8)
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Figure 8: customer's preferences from 'don't stand so close to me' survey

As aforementioned, several Italians wanted to pay to watch an online event, even though just for big
shows.

Another fundamental challenge that the music industry is facing is a cultural one, where many people
expect that online content is free. However, as it is shown in the chart from Statista.com, there are a
lot of individuals willing to pay to attend events in the emergency period. Therefore, this rising trend is
taking hold, mainly those events that have a show format that transmits emotions even in Livestream.
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Figure 9: Italians willing to pay to watch cultural events online due to coronavirus 2020, by type of event

The “Don't stand so close to me” survey conducted during the pandemic concluded that music lovers
enjoyed the streaming experience during the lockdown and are willing to keep digital as an additional
option, but not as a substitute for the "real thing". Once the "novelty effect" of such events wears off,
live streaming will likely be competing with other forms of digital entertainment.
Embracing the digital format could potentially help to bridge this value gap for artists and create the
foundation for a sustainable music economy. Correcting this gap with digital means would require a
change in our way of thinking, to incorporate more interactive tools in streaming and a change in
customers behaviour.
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g. External analysis
The PESTE framework was used to analyse the external macro-environmental factors that could have a
profound impact on MIH’s performance. Understanding the external parameters driving the streaming
industry is crucial to devise the correct strategies for the company. (Annex: Exhibit 5)

POLITICAL
• Copyrights and Loyalties
• Live music rights
• Censorship

ECONOMICAL
•
•
•
•

Different revenues stream
Subscription model, pay-per-view
Not profitable as live events, but it is not a substitute product
Growing market

SOCIAL
• Democratization both for artist and customers
• Different jobs and workers involved
• More active interaction with the artist
• Higher accessibility

TECHNOLOGICAL
• Software used to provide high quality video
• API
• VR gives to customer a unique experience
• AI makes companies understand customer’s needs

ENVIRONMENTAL
• Live concerts cause emission and foster pollution
• Eco-Friendly

Figure 10: Peste
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h. Internal analysis
Music Innovation Hub is the first social enterprise in the music business: a non-for-profit
entrepreneurial organization. MIH's projects aim to connect professionals and artists from different
backgrounds and cultures, to overcome any segregation between genres, musical subcultures, age
groups, ethnicities, to open new language combinations.

Figure 11: Mih value chain

Heroes event
Given the current inability to do live concerts, MIH has been committed since the beginning of the
pandemic to offer an alternative to both artists and audiences. Following the international trend of live
streaming concerts, they organized the biggest pay-per-view live-streamed event in Italy, Heroes. This
event was an opportunity for the Italian industry to create shared value innovatively, through the first
great event 2.0, conceived as native digital on Futurissima platform, live-streamed and monetised:
immersive audio, interaction, exclusive cameras, backstage. The event was held at the Arena di Verona
and all proceeds were donated to the "COVID-19 Sosteniamo la musica" Fund.
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j. SWOT Analysis
Leveraging the external analysis tools like PESTE and Internal value chain analysis of MIH, the SWOT was
transcribed to understand the key variables of the music industry in terms of new opportunities and
threats. While the strengths identified for MIH can be leveraged to mitigate some threats and strategize
according to the opportunities available in the industry.

Figure 12: Swot analysis
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6.RESULTS: SOCIAL IMPACT MEASUREMENT
a. Measurement objectives and internal boundaries
The scope of the measurement is to analyse the social and environmental impact generated by the
Heroes event, net of other activities and donations that contributed to the "COVID-19 Sosteniamo la
musica" fund, creating a set of indicators that can be useful also for the possible future live-streamed
concerts organized by MIH. Therefore, the unit of analysis of the measurement is on projects and
programs of the target organization (MIH).
The objectives of this social impact measurement are positioning, for more impact-oriented livestreamed events, screening, to support the allocation of the fund for music workers in difficulty, ranking,
to create benchmarks in the live-streamed concerts sector, and reporting, to report the social value
generated by the Heroes event. The stakeholders that are interested in the result of the evaluation are
artists, entertainment workers, management, partners and investors. The resources owned by the
organization are financial (i.e., fund), human, since MIH have internal expertise, but also can count on a
huge base of partnerships, and technological, thanks to the partner platform for streaming (A-live) and
the infrastructures, such as "Capsula”, the centre of the musical sector innovation. Considering the
Heroes event was organized in September 2020 during the Covid emergency, the scope of all
measurements is short-term. However, they can be replicated to reflect long-term impacts for similar
events in the future.

b. Impact Statement and Impact Mission
Impact mission
“Music as a means of emancipation, inclusion and integration, capable of unleashing hidden energies
and breaking constraints in society”.

Impact statement
MIH faced the pandemic by moving from physical events to digital ones, by supporting the local music
scene and by gathering all music associations around a common goal: helping unemployed music
professionals. Moreover, Livestream concerts can have an important role in the vision of a more
accessible way of doing live music and can create new job opportunities for music workers.
Therefore, we applied an integrated approach to the measurement, which considers both
environmental and social impacts.

c. Stakeholder analysis
In this phase we identified the stakeholders involved in the Heroes event, distinguishing them between
Internal and External stakeholders, and analysing their interests, needs, expectations, capacity and
possible actions to address their needs. Then we selected the beneficiaries of live streaming and
fundraising activities organized by MIH for the impact measurement.
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External stakeholders
• Online customers: people at home could follow the concert through Futurissima.net and the ALIVE app.
• Emerging artists, Intermittent workers: the proceeds from the Heroes event went, net of
production costs, and VAT, to feed the "COVID-19 Supportiamo la musica" fund. It is intended
for artists and workers of the music sector that are having a hard time.
• Health workers: they were invited for free as part of the Heroes event to watch it in presence.
• Institutional partners: they gave their support and competences for the event. Partners involved
were Ministero per i beni e le attività culturali, Forum del terzo settore, Rai and many others.
• Environment: this hybrid event led to reduced CO2 emissions with fewer people travelling to the
concert and a reduction in garbage during the event.
• Other partners: The event was supported by Spotify and promoted by FIMI, in partnership with
AFI, Assomusica, NUOVOIMAIE and PMI, with the collaboration of three of the most important
concert agencies in Italy, i.e., Live Nation, Friends & Partners and Vivo Concerti.
Internal stakeholders
• Concert Artists: 42 artists performed on the stage in support of music workers.
• Management: the event was organized by MIH.
• Entertainment workers: 1415 show operators and partner staff managed the show from the
Arena and the live platforms.

Figure 13: External stakeholders analysis 1
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Figure 14: external stakeholders’ analysis 2

Figure 15: Internal stakeholders’ analysis 2
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d. Stakeholder selection
We considered as main beneficiaries, artists and workers, both internal and external, customers,
management and environment because they are the categories most affected by the evolution of the
live streaming industry and the most interested in the development of this specific sector.
From this matrix we understand which stakeholders have high power and interest in the project, so need
to be managed closely.

Figure 16: stakeholder involvement matrix
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e. Define: social value proposition and social value chain
Social value proposition
1. What is the challenge you are trying to solve?
The unemployment of music workers is high in this period of pandemic and needs to be reduced.
Livestreaming is a sector that is growing, and it is necessary to find a way to make it economically
sustainable.
2. Why is this challenge important?
It addresses the externalities posed by the pandemic and achieves an increase in the economic wellbeing of society through the exploitation of technical and artistic skills that give the possibility to people
to enjoy good music and reduce their feeling of isolation.
3. How do you intend to solve this challenge?
The magnitude of the challenge is the Italian context. The relative social impact is high given the
perspective of a long-term effect of the pandemic. The intentional positive outcomes that we want to
generate are monetary help, accessibility, entertainment and engagement, employment, and new
revenue streams. The not intentional change is on less environmental impact.
4. What is your vision for the future beyond solving the immediate challenge?
The objective is leading the shift to the Livestream industry for Italy, the work of MIH can encourage
other participants to get involved in the value chain in a way that benefits people. The innovation change
can take to the fusion of different arts and new forms of entertainment.

Social value chain

Figure 17: social value chain
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We identified the Social value chain for each of the beneficiaries and summarised the findings as one
main value chain further identifying the logical framework and the cause-effect links of the social value
chain.
As the main outputs of MIH activities, we considered livestreamed events (in this case Heroes, but it
can be applied also to future events) and the related fundraising. Then we mapped the relevant
outcomes related to the outputs identified according to each beneficiary.
Each of the outcomes and impacts will be defined separately along with the quantify and track tables
for better clarity.

f. Indicators: define, quantify, track
OUTCOMES
1.New sources of income
Alongside the sources of revenues of a traditional concert,
live streaming offers further opportunities for generating
revenues through diversification. Examples are live payper-view access, online advertising, other forms of offer
discount and promotion, partnership with fashion or
technological brands, re-broadcasting of the sessions live
and so on. In the Heroes event, the sources of revenues
were online and physical tickets, sponsorships and
partnerships.

Figure 19: Income distribution
Figure 18: Income distribution

Figure 18: Income distribution calculation
Figure 19: Income distribution calculation

1
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2. Wider audience and accessibility
Reaching a bigger audience, especially for emerging
artists, is crucial for growth. Any event in presence has
geographical and physical restrictions no matter
where it is. Broadcasting a live concert in streaming
means that the audience to the event can surpass any
capacity limitation. Streaming events and content live
on the web make a concert accessible to a worldwide
audience bringing about an inclusive culture. Another
advantage, especially for famous artists, is access to a
larger audience during conferences, which allows
them to interact easily with a bigger number of
journalists.

Figure 20: Number of customers

Figure 21: Number of customers calculation

3. Monetary help for unemployed people
In this period many concerts had the aim to bring to people’s attention the difficult situation of artists
and workers, and spur people on to make donations. Fundraising has been the main aid provided by
Music Innovation Hub at a time of the global Pandemic crisis. The revenues from the Heroes event
fuelled the COVID-19 Music Relief initiative supporting musicians and music industry professionals in
dire need. The fund distributed money to the beneficiaries belonging to the following categories of
activity: interpretation and performance, live events production, audio-visual and phonographic media,
communications, training, management, production of musical instruments.
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Figure 22: Portion of the grant attributable to Heroes

Figure 23: Portion of the grant attributable to Heroes calculation

4. Possibility to scale up
Livestreaming offers artists more channels through which they can gain visibility and acquire notoriety,
many interesting means can help in expanding the audience and the fanbase. It is also a great way of
boosting interaction between the artists and their potential clients. Even if the artists that performed in
the Arena were all famous artists, it was, however, an opportunity to perform in front of a real audience,
although largely virtual, and to show their contribution to the social cause. Livestreaming concerts
during festivals could help increase artist activity and boost their brand, most likely conveying the new
customer base to other channels of music listening like Spotify, Amazon Music, Apple music, etc.
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Figure 24: Artist's growth

Here for us was not possible to calculate the indicator because we did not have access to the number of
listeners on streaming platforms of each Heroes artist before the event. However, in our opinion, this
measurement approach enables to collect and monitor targeted data with minimal effort in a way that
adds value both for the organizer of the event and the artist's management. The latter just need to set
up a database to fill with the number of listeners on the different platforms before and after the event,
from which it will be possible to extract information at different periods.

5. Employment
The collapse of the concert/live industry during the pandemic affected not only artists, but also the
thousands of people who work alongside them, from road crew to sound engineers. Livestream is also
an opportunity for artists and music workers to have a job in time of need due to lockdown and, more
generally, to have an additional source of employment. Heroes gave the possibility to work to artists
and workers that in this period do not have many occasions to do it.

Figure 25: Employment size comparison
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Figure 26: Employment size comparison calculation

6. Entertainment and engagement during lockdown period
The live streaming interactions can bring people closer together virtually, giving the feeling to be part of
a community and offering an alternative way to spend free time. This is particularly powerful in a
pandemic period, but it can be extended in other times as well. The interactions during the Heroes event,
such as the videocalls or the reactions, and the event itself contributed to the enjoyment of a pleasant
evening for customers.
These indicators are looking at comments, donations, reactions and eventual other interactions fansartists to quantify the engagement of customers. Moreover, is important to measure the activity time
because in a Livestream concert is more likely that a user will not watch the whole event.

Figure 27: Activity time
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Figure 28: Activity time calculation

Figure 32: Conversion rate (Q&A, chat)
Figure 29: Conversion rate (Q&A, chat)
Figure 32: Conversion rate (video calls)
Figure 31: Conversion rate (Video calls)

Figure
Figure32:
30:Conversion
Conversionrate
rate(Q&A,
(Q&A,chats)
chat) calculation
calculation

Figure 32: Conversion rate (video calls) calculation
Figure 32: Conversion rate (Video calls) calculation
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IMPACTS
As the Heroes event was organized recently during the Pandemic, the long-term impact on the
community cannot be assessed as per the standard evaluation criteria. Some indicators will thus be
evaluating the impact on the stakeholders of the event itself.

1. Economic sustainability of the music industry
The new possibilities offered by the live streaming, such
as the new sources of income, the wider audience, the
possibility to scale up and the monetary help, can bring
it in the long term to economic sustainability. These
opportunities must be exploited to make this sector
remunerative for the whole workers. In the long run,
live streaming could sustain the music economy after
the pandemic as well.

Figure
Figure34:
33:Market
Marketvalue
Valuecomparison
Comparison

Figure 34: Market value comparison calculation
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2. Equality in the possibility to become an artist
This impact is determined by the wider
audience, the monetary help, the possibility to
scale up and the employment. The potential
audience of emerging artist and their channels
of communication become bigger providing
equal possibilities to become an artist. Artists
can also share resources and infrastructures to
offer quality content such as that of more
famous artists.
Livestreaming in the long term can impact equality regardless of location, economic background and
disabilities. Artists in rural areas would have equal opportunities for showcasing their talent through live
streaming. Disabled artists who are unable to perform at a physical venue could choose to exhibit their
talent through a more flexible option like live streaming. Leading to reduced marginalisation of disabled
people. Also, the advances in digital technology thus provide equal opportunities with flexible options
at low cost.

Figure 35:
37: Equal
Equal opportunities
opportunities (rural
(rural areas)
areas)
Figure

Figure 36:
36: Equal
Equal opportunities
opportunities (disabilities)
(disabilities)
Figure

Figure 35: Reduced inequalities
Figure 37: Reduced inequalities

Here calculating the indicators was not possible owing to the lack of artists' information in this context.
However, referencing the indicator, MIH could obtain targeted data through setting up a database for
artists to register their personal details about their location, disabilities and economic background to
further profile the artist and extract information at different time spans to evaluate impact.
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3. New job opportunities
New work figures are required with different skills
and in the long term, if the live streaming will
evolve alongside the traditional live sector, there
will be space for more artists and workers.

Figure
39:38:
New
jobjob
opportunities
Figure
New
opportunities

Figure 38: New job opportunities calculation
Figure 39: New job opportunities calculation

Figure 40: Impact of grant through training

The Impact of money through training can be calculated after a timeframe of 1 year. After the specified
timeframe, MIH can set up a database and collect information regarding the monetary benefits. MIH
can then identify the beneficiaries who were able to find new jobs because of skills developed through
training. This data needs to be collected through surveys or interviews of the beneficiaries after a year
to understand the extent to which the funds have assisted them.
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4. Social inclusion in the possibility to participate in a concert
The entertainment through a simple screen
and the accessibility give to people a sense of
belonging to the same virtual community. The
individuals live in a state of more equity and
equal opportunities, regardless of the
presence of geographic distance, disability or
lower economic availability. Also encouraging
the expansion of different musical cultures
that can emerge and be known not only in a
local scene.
The indicators in this section are taken from
the IRIS+ metrics and belong to the target
stakeholder demographic of customers.

Figure 41: Distribution by age

Figure 42: Distribution by location

Figure 43: Distribution by age and location calculation
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5. Environmental sustainability
With live streaming, there is a significant
reduction in energy consumption and
pollution attached to the event. Since people
do not have to move to reach the concert, that
eliminates the pollution caused by transport
and the garbage accumulated by people
during the event. This impact will take time to
realize in the long term since we are talking
about a side-by-side of the two typologies of
performing more than a substitution. For this
reason, live streaming will not be the solution
to the environmental impact, but it can be a
good step forward.

Figure 44: Environmental saving

Figure 45: Environmental saving calculation
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7. SSBMC
For the analysis it has been considered only the company’s segment related to Livestreaming.

Figure 46: Social and Sustainable Business Model Canvas
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND NEW SUGGESTIONS
Livestreaming will never replace live concerts but, in the future, it will work alongside them. In order to
make this business profitable and induce viewers to pay to attend events, you have to offer them
unique, exclusive and quality content, that has a value that justifies the price: details, special footage,
access to backstage and the artist before and after the show, location, special setlists. It is an opportunity
both for artists and for listeners to spread music differently.
This excludes videos like live from social networks with the singers performing for free in a somewhat
improvised way. However, it also penalizes the Heroes event that seemed to be a digital version of a TV
show rather than a concert. The key is finding new ways of engaging people and with the evolution of
technologies nowadays it is possible to create many special contents. The creation of a new format can
be done through the fusion of arts, the boundaries expand.

The use of augmented reality also worked well, which in many cases allowed the artists to feel the
audience almost as if they were there with them.
A format that always attracts many people is the one that sees live streaming as a mean to launch a new
song or a new album, instead of a long traditional concert that runs the risk to lose the spectators’
attention.
These solutions work for famous artists that already have economic availability. But emergent artists do
not have the money either the fanbase necessary to do it. An alternative can be the sharing of the
infrastructures to amortize the costs. When infrastructure is built, artists can use it as they prefer by
personalising it.
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In any case, an event based only on an emerging artist would not be very attractive. For this reason, a
traditional concert is not recommended. Formats such as collaborated live streams are necessary that
permit artists to become known and build a fanbase.

Nonetheless, a feature constant in these events is the fusion of art. It is not just an exhibition of the
artist, it is an imaginary, ideal context, made by lights and sounds. The key is finding the proper balance
of visual art, technology and music, of course.

These digital innovations in live streaming would continue into the post-pandemic world expanding the
possibilities in skilled labour for the music industry and providing a variety of engagement options for
customers. Even if in one’s own small way, if an artist does something, many workers in the music world
would have a job.

Italian artists certainly cannot count on hundreds of thousands of spectators as certain established
international artists, but that is not their goal either. Many over the last few months have shown that
the musical genre is not a limitation to what you can do and that everyone can find their place within
this new environment.
In the future, many improvements will come out and many solutions will be provided. It is a matter of
finding what both the artist and the listeners like, it will be another expression of art. Eventually, art is
something special, unusual, surprising, but mainly it is unique. It is the expression of the artist and his
own style, which can take inspiration from others but cannot be the same. It is difficult to find a format
good for everyone, but each one should look for his own format that best fits his taste.
Technology will influence art more and more, persuading the artists to find the best expression to
connect and engage with the audience in a liberal way.
The show must go on.
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10. ANNEX
EXHIBIT 1: INSTANCES OF ATTENTION ECONOMY & GAMING
FORTNITE: Fortnite (videogame developed by Epic Games) allowed all members of the platform to attend the
show by Travis Scott. On the launch of a new song, it was possible to attend this event on several dates and
millions of people have participated. All those who were registered as players could participate without paying
additional fees. In addition, all participants received two loading screens for free. This partnership can be defined
as a real marketing campaign, which has brought benefits to both parties. After the announcement of the event
the catalogue of Travis Scott had a significant increase in streaming audience. The rapper has also put-on sale
new garments and gadgets Cactus Jack x Fortnite. Fortnite has been also the first to offer a virtual live streaming
concert in the history of music, in 2019, with DJ Marshmello. The intention is to give life to a new format that will
replace promotional performances and guests both famous and emerging artists, to promote music with artists
and genres different from those hosted in the past, i. e. superstars with fanbase overlapping those of video games.
In the case of Fortnite, interactivity comes from character customization and interaction with other users. In
addition, the Party Royale mode allows users to create a sort of "town" within the game, where users perform
the various activities available and then go to the concert together. This creates a "sense of community", with
participants from all over the world.
MINECRAFT: Minecraft is a different universe from Fortnite, and the musical tastes of its users are different. Thus,
was born the idea of Block by Blockwest, an event held in the world of Minecraft. A concept to support those who
are fighting the COVID19 emergency. The event was also broadcast on Twitch and in audio streaming on the event
website. With the purchase of VIP passes, access to special areas in the game, merchandising and a VIP area on
Discord was provided to speak directly with the artists and organizers.
ADVENTURE QUEST 3D: Korn held a concert last summer in 2019 in the arena of Adventure Quest 3d (AQ3D), an
endless online game where millions of players bring their iconic characters to battle it out. The experience was
free for gamers, but there was a special event package available for purchasing gadgets.
ANIMAL CROSSING: In Italy there has been an experimentation of this hybridization between gaming and music.
The manufacturer Zollo launched an in "game version" SPLASH, a piece made in collaboration with Ketama 126.
The launch took place on Animal Crossing, one of the most important video game franchises. It is a life simulator,
in which the user impersonates a villager on a small tropical island. Zollo has given an appointment to a dozen
lucky people on his personal island on Animal Crossing, so they can interact with his digital avatar and, about six
hours before the official release, listen to SPLASH.
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EXHIBIT 2: DESCRIPTION OF STARTUP PLATFORMS
DICE TV: quality live stream
Dice TV is a new platform, collaborating with thousands of artists in the streaming of their shows. The user
experience is oriented to high-quality streams (both in terms of audio and video) and personalized suggestions.
The monetization approach here is a pay-per-view, they do not use a particular technology, but rather they push
on suggestive environments. Their strategy for the copyright is to license the player, with a fast track for YouTube.
WAVE XR: virtual experience
Wave has a completely different approach, focused on a new kind of virtual concert experience, that is interactive,
immersive and social. Is a purely virtual experience that gives you the impression to be in a parallel virtual world,
experiencing things that in a real concert you would never have done, especially if you have a VR. The real artist
has a motion suit, that allows his avatar to move and act like him. Every different song has a different theme and
the virtual world changes according to it. You can attend the virtual concert on gaming and streaming platform
(TikTok, YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, Twitch), that are licensed by Wave XR for copyright treatment. The
monetization system is built on reward-based donations, that give the users the possibility to co-design the scene
changes and show comments.
MELODY VR & NAPSTER: entertainment platform
Recently Melody VR, a start-up that creates live music concerts that you watch either through VR or phones,
completed the acquisition for 70m$ of Napster, one of the pioneers of the music streaming revolution (90m
licensed tracks). MelodyVR’s acquisition of Napster will result in the development of the first ever music
entertainment platform which combines immersive visual content and music streaming. Monetization in this case
will be through a subscription fee and maybe some pay-per-view events. Melody VR is an immersive experience
in the real world, different from the "parallel universe" of Wave.
A-LIVE: the Italian experiment
A-live is an Italian licensed proprietary platform for live music interactive streaming. By purchasing the ticket (pay
per view), you can not only watch the artist performing but also interact with him by taking a selfie, creating
private rooms with friends, create choreographies on the videowall that is on the stage with the artist. All this
can be done thanks to some "social buttons": dance, lighter, clap/shout, priveè, text.
SKRACHY
The Skrachy platform is developing around the distribution of live DJ sets by offering a response to the royalties
to be paid. With a Skrachy profile, DJs have a virtual storefront with a built-in booking and scheduling tool, livestreaming event hosting with royalties protection, app-integrated payment processing, and easy event promotion
on social media.
OTHERS
è The start-up Restream, behind the event “One World: Together at Home” has just raised 50 million dollars to
develop its technology to simultaneously broadcast on multi-platforms
è The start-up OnNow.TV intends to become the digital guide to live streaming by bringing together as many
themed Livestream sources as possible
è Bandsintown, which has positioned itself strongly as a live streaming player during the pandemic
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EXHIBIT 3: DESCRIPTION OF WHITE LABEL PLATFORMS
MAESTRO: the interactive video platform for creators and content owners provides a means to build meaningful
relationships with viewers. Maestro contains a suite of engagement and monetization features.
The objective of the broadcasting API (application programming interface) is to engage audiences to act at key
moments throughout a broadcast. For example, they may be asked to take action on a poll, commerce offers,
contests, trivia, or offer feedback on the broadcast they're watching. The interactive API could also potentially be
used to display real-time Tweet responses, show in-game data, display live sports statistics alongside the stream,
or to display a visualization of the emotional sentiment of recent chat messages. The platform also offers
administrators the ability to automate some of their efforts when creating a broadcast. The API provides the
dynamic experience the broadcaster wants to deliver to end users with the advantage of reduced manual
administrative burden. Monetization tools including ticketing, subscriptions, donations, and advertising and
merchandising. A fee of 5% is collected on gross transactions excluding tax and shipping. Maestro charges creators
in tiers based on usage, generally taking a cut of ticket sales plus a platform license fee.
(Website: https://info.maestro.io/)
KISWE: Kiswe connects at-home viewers with live events and in-venue fans through interactive videos that create
memorable social experiences and build loyalty. Kiswe Studio receives an input stream from your system and
sends a new, modified output stream to either YouTube, Facebook, Twitch, your own site. The cloud-based
production studio lets the artist become the director, producer and editor to create content tailored to the
audience enhancing the user experience. Live chats, polls and GIFs with content moderation tools to keep fans
engaged globally. Monetization of events by integrating payment options that allow you to charge admission, sell
merch, offer pay-per-view access, or premium VIP experiences.
(Website: https://www.kiswe.com/pages/about)
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EXHIBIT 4: DESCRIPTION OF BIG TECH COMPANIES
YOUTUBE LIVE: YouTube Live is one of the most accessed platforms used to manage streaming and interact with
viewers in real time. All content in live streams must comply with the Community Guidelines and YouTube Terms
of Service. There are three primary recording options for YouTube streaming: Webcam, Mobile cam, Encoder
streaming. Copyrights for all live streams are scanned for matches to third-party content, including copyrighted
content in the form of another live broadcast. When third-party content is identified, a placeholder image would
replace the live stream and the placeholder warning needs to be addressed immediately for the stream to
continue. Revenues on live streams are by enabling ads and using Super Chat. Some channels have access to
channel memberships. If the channel has monetization turned on, YouTube will enable ads to appear on the
content. Ad serving is not guaranteed, and some viewers may not see the ad. Other ways such as donation or
pay-per-view contents depend on the artist's decision. Moreover, from YouTube, you can earn money from the
number of subscribers according to their rules. The gain can vary from channel to channel. The average YouTube
monetization per 1000 views varies from 0.5 to 2 USD based on the position of visitors and target audience. The
numbers vary a lot, but most channels get an average of USD 0.5$ per 1000 views.
FACEBOOK LIVE: Facebook is actively competing with YouTube as it has a huge pool of social users. Facebook live
allows taking in-stream ads during any live video reaching 300 or more concurrent viewers by tapping on the $
icon in the Live composer window. Facebook's copyright system doesn’t work the same way as YouTube's Content
ID system, if a Livestream uses recorded music without any rights, the stream may get pulled from Facebook.
Buying rights to include licensed audio on the live stream is next to impossible. Only big brands typically have
direct access to the rights holders. Facebook wants its clients are engaged and can interact actively, it is more
related to an interaction platform rather than YouTube, in which you can also listen to music "passively". Revenue
streams include ads, donations & sponsorship. In the future, content creators and streamers, owners of a Page,
will be able to add the ability to request paid access to attend live events. In-stream ads are currently available
only to U.S. broadcasters, but Facebook plans to expand to additional countries in the future. Concerning
accessibility, everyone who has an account on the social can follow and watch a live stream video, unless the
artist wants to limit it (for example if you don’t follow the page you can’t see the video).

TWITCH LIVE: Though originally designed for live streaming video games, today's Twitch is a wonderful place for
broadcasting music. Twitch is an online platform where anyone can broadcast live over the internet to millions of
viewers and has an amazing community of musicians. Streaming on Twitch is a great way to connect with fans
and receive financial support. Viewers can request songs, ask questions, and exchange ideas exploiting all the
user experience enhancing the functionalities of the platform. Twitch is legally required to comply with Digital
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) takedown requests served by rights-holders (for example a record label) or by
an entity on behalf of a rightsholder. Twitch is introducing a new tool, Soundtrack by Twitch, that will allow
creators to add licensed music within their streams. Other than subscriptions, Twitch doesn't pay streamers
directly. Instead, Twitch streamers earn money from affiliate links, advertising and donations. Viewers can
subscribe to a channel to unlock perks, such as exclusive chat rooms, emoticons and merchandise discounts.
Monthly subscriptions start at $4.99, with $9.99 and $24.99 options available. Affiliates receive a cut of each
subscription.
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INSTAGRAM LIVE: IG Live has already blown the market. The platform gained popularity based on its
customizable visual screens & emoticons. Revenues mainly rely on sponsorships. Although, for a live video it’s
more difficult because there isn't an appropriate function at the moment. IG Live recently introduced badges for
some creators. Badges will appear next to the influencer's name during Live shows and viewers will be able to
purchase them, obtaining exclusive features during the live broadcast: the amounts payable will range from $
0.99 up to a maximum of $ 4.99 and at least in the initial phase, 100% of the proceeds will go to the Creator. The
Live IG badges functionality is being tested and accessible to small groups of select Creators, but will soon expand
to the US, UK, Brazil, Germany, Italy, France, Turkey, Mexico and Spain.
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EXHIBIT 5: PESTE ANALYSIS
Political:
In the livestream music industry, the main political aspect to be considered is related to the ambiguity of
copyrights and royalties. There is a legal hole in this field, due to the fact that SIAE is responsible for the moral
and property rights of the author in live music concerts, while SCF is the representative for related rights, which
includes the exploitation of the work recorded o physical or digital media. It’s clear that livestream music concerts
cover both of these sectors and so different platforms are experimenting different approaches to this problem;
still there is not a good practice to adopt.
Another political problem is about censorship, which still is present in some countries around the world and
obstruct the complete accessibility to the online contents.
Economic:
From an Economic Point of view, there are several revenues stream for an artist who is going to live streaming
concert. Social media, the importance of the image and the character, the personality and the attitude, foster
the widespread of information to a wide range of audience. Having access to a larger audience let companies to
exploit these characters, because they can influence people a lot, making them testimonials. Therefore, there
are several revenues stream related to a live video not strictly related to the live video performance.
However, live stream events won’t replace live events, since it offers new experience. According to a survey, 80%
of surveyed consumers said they are willing to pay for livestreams, and this is a positive trend growing very
fast, that it means it isn’t a “substitute product”, whereas a new channel to distribute music
to wider paying audience.
For this reason, the income and the revenues stream depend on the quantity of offer are made to satisfy every
typology of customer and every needs.
Revenues stream (merch, reward based donations, paid subscription is growing a lot…), profitability (for artist
and who is working for them), new business even after Covid as a way to cover the hidden costs
and risks of purchasing (what if I don’t like it?); 80% of surveyed consumers said they are willing to pay for
livestreams, up 10% from Bandsintown’s previous poll in April, creation of new channel (new distribution of
music); Live video music stream viewership is increasing at a rate of 28.6% year-over-year. (Source: Nielsen Endof-Year Music Report).
Social:
The emergency of Covid-19 has stopped the live concerts, subtracting jobs to technicians and artists as well as
means of release and entertainment for people. This is a huge social challenge to which the music industry is
trying to answer with livestream, through different formats and experiences.
In addition to this, livestream is a means for the democratization of the live music, providing more accessibility to
it since everybody can watch concerts from everywhere in the world and everybody will have the opportunity to
become a popstar.
In the last years we have witnessed the empowerment of the artist as a brand and livestream concerts exploit
it by allowing more interactions with them through live chats, reward-based donations, etc… A clear evidence of
this is that 87% of audiences, who would prefer to watch concerts online if it meant more behind-the-scenes
content. (Source: Livestream and New York Magazine “Win a Free Mevo” Survey)
With the transfer of live concerts on the web, following the principle of the attention economy, they become
competitors for free time at home of videogames, TV series and so on. This is fostering the crossover between
various creative industries and making the gamification a competitive advantage.
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Technological:
Through a live streaming concert, several technologies can be exploited to give a better experience to the
customer. From
the
software
used
to
provide
a better quality
of
video to tools
used
to give a unique experience to users.
VR technology and the innovation carried out in Two reality it is possible to transport fans to an event in real time
who, for whatever reason, cannot attend the event in question.
The experience is interactive, and the viewer can see in 360 ° any event that takes place in a stadium, pavilion,
congress palace. The implementation of Virtual Reality is growing year over year being used in different fields.
Another topic is exploit Data of End users in order to better understand their behaviour and their taste to figure
out market’s trends. Indeed, through the interaction, algorithms are able to recognize behaviour and decisional
process of end users, so as to provide them better advs and proper suggestions for future events. Artificial
intelligence (AI), an umbrella term that encompasses machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL)
technologies, promises to transform every facet of human life, including live streaming.
It is considered important for live Streaming music events since AI encompasses so many complex learning
processes, its capabilities are vast. Industry leaders are beginning to leverage it to tackle some issues that have
popped up in the live video streaming space.
Environmental:
Regarding the environmental topic, Live concerts cause emissions and garbage. There has been a lot of actions
from artists to deal with this problem, mainly carbon offsetting. In this perspective, live streaming concerts are
totally eco-friendly, and they can drastically reduce the environmental impact of the live music industry.
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QUESTIONAIRRES USED FOR THE INTERVIEWS
Kety Fusco
1. Sappiamo che hai partecipato all’ Heroes, suonando per sostenere il fondo per i lavoratori della musica.
Cosa ne pensi dell’esperienza di un festival riportata su digitale? Pensi che sia un format che può
funzionare?
2. Questo evento è stato anche un modo per esortare a rivolgere maggiore attenzione sul mondo dei
lavoratori del settore dello spettacolo che stanno attraversando un periodo difficile. Ed è uno dei motivi
per cui Music Innovation Hub ha istituito un fondo che ha lo scopo di offrire loro un aiuto monetario.
Pensi che sia possibile vedere il live streaming come una reale opportunità per artisti emergenti e
lavoratori del mondo musicale oppure credi che per loro non ci siano vere possibilità di ripresa
economica fino a quando non sarà di nuovo possibile esibirsi dal vivo?
3. Pensi che questa soluzione dei livestream sia economicamente sostenibile per tutti gli artisti (nello
specifico quelli emergenti) sia per i lavoratori che collaborano con voi nell’organizzazione dei concerti?
4. Realtà aumentata. Infrastrutture condivise, ammortizzano i costi. Che ne pensi?
5. Qual è la differenza tra televisione e livestream dal punto di vista dell’ esperienza dell’artista?
6. Qual è il concept dietro i tuoi livestream in termini di esperienza, tecnologie usate e format musicale?
Come sono organizzati e quali escamotage utilizzi per interagire col pubblico e coinvolgerlo? Come lo
rendete voi economicamente sostenibile e in che modo monetizzate questi eventi?
7. Dal punto di vista di un’artista come si fa a crescere in termini di popolarità con queste nuove
dinamiche? Può essere anche un fattore di crescita dal punto di vista artistico grazie all’ utilizzo di forme
d’arte digitali come la realtà 3D o c’è il rischio che queste infrastrutture tecnologiche offuschino
l’artista?
8. Il livestream permette di raggiungere un pubblico più ampio e diversificato, senza alcun tipo di
restrizione legata al luogo in cui ci si trova. Pensi che questa potenzialità di inclusione sociale possa
essere sfruttata efficientemente? Pensi che questo possa in qualche modo influire su come concepisci
canzoni e performance dal vivo?
9. Ormai i concerti live streaming sono un po’ il nuovo trend del mondo musicale. Si è concordi
nell’affermare che, comunque sia, questi concerti non potranno mai del tutto sostituire quelli dal vivo.
Nel caso quindi in cui nel futuro si dovesse delineare una situazione in cui queste due forme di
intrattenimento si affiancano, saresti disposta a sfruttare anche l’opportunità dello streaming? E in che
modo la useresti?

Marco Giordano
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1.

Parlaci un po’ del tuo lavoro, di come è cambiato nell’ultimo anno e degli eventi a cui hai partecipato.

2.

Qual è la differenza numerica tra i lavoratori coinvolti in un concerto tradizionale e quelli coinvolti in
un livestream, a parità di dimensione?

3.

Ci sono in generale nuove abilità richieste a voi lavoratori oppure proprio delle figure professionali
differenti richieste per la realizzazione di un concerto livestream?

4.

Hai usufruito dei fondi stanziati per i lavoratori del mondo della musica, in particolare il fondo gestito da
MIH? Questi soldi ti sono bastati solo per il tuo sostentamento personale o sono anche stati da te
utilizzati per aggiornarti professionalmente?

5.

Pensi sia sostenibile economicamente per te, ma in generale per i lavoratori dell’industria della musica
dal vivo, vivere solo di concerti livestream?

6.

Ritiene che il mercato dei live streaming possa crescere in modo considerevole se dietro ci fosse una
piattaforma unica a gestire, in modo che gli artisti debbano solo occuparsi di organizzare l’evento?

7. Come pensi che possa avvenire il processo di fusione delle arti nel campo dei concerti in streaming? A
quale forma d’arte può essere associata la musica in questa situazione?
8.

Lo streaming offre anche la possibilità di avere un pubblico internazionale senza doversi spostare
magari con tournée che richiedono sforzi dal punto di vista oltre che umano anche da quello
ambientale, a causa dell’emissione di co2. Quanto secondo la vostra esperienza il mondo musicale è
consapevole dell’impatto ambientale generato dai concerti? Quanto il livestream può essere una
soluzione in questi termini?

9. Che differenza c’è in termini di costi nell’ avere una distribuzione nazionale o internazionale del
concerto livestream?

Andrea Mariano
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1. Sappiamo che vi siete esibiti in streaming il 12 novembre in occasione della presentazione del vostro
nuovo album. Il concerto è stato gratuito ed esclusivo per tutti coloro che hanno preordinato l'album
"Contatto". Dunque immagino si parli di pochi partecipanti rispetto a quelli di un classico concerto.
L’evento è stato definito “un tentativo di proporre un “formato” replicabile per concerti dal vivo a
pagamento in streaming”. In base alla vostra esperienza, pensate anche voi che sia possibile proporre
qualcosa di simile ma con un pubblico più vasto che paga per assistere all’evento? Credete che ci siano
dei mezzi per rendere profittevoli dal punto di vista economico anche concerti in streaming?
2. Per l’esibizione avete utilizzato un Iper-Cubo reso vivo e pulsante dal 3d e che offre un'esperienza
tecnologica interattiva a metà tra il reale e il surreale. Quanto credete che questo tipo di tecnologia
possa fare la differenza in un’esibizione in live streaming? Quanto credete che conti l’artista
nell’esibizione e quanto tutta l’infrastruttura tecnologica che gli sta attorno?
3. Quali sono le principali differenze tra un concerto dal vivo e uno in livestream?
4. Naturalmente un gruppo musicale affermato come il vostro è in grado di raggiungere con le proprie
canzoni un vasto numero di ascoltatori senza problemi. Ma voi come vi sentite ad aver rilasciato un
nuovo album senza avere la possibilità di presentare le vostre canzoni davanti ad un vero pubblico?
Quanto incide questo sul vostro lavoro dal punto di vista della bellezza della vostra esperienza artistica
e anche dal punto di vista economico?
5. Si può dire che il vostro concerto in livestream sia stato anche un modo per esortare a rivolgere
maggiore attenzione sul mondo dei lavoratori del settore dello spettacolo che stanno attraversando un
periodo difficile. Ed è uno dei motivi per cui Music Innovation Hub ha istituito un fondo che ha lo scopo
di offrire loro un aiuto monetario. Pensate che sia possibile vedere il live streaming come una reale
opportunità per artisti emergenti e lavoratori del mondo musicale oppure credete che per loro non ci
siano vere possibilità di ripresa economica fino a quando non sarà di nuovo possibile esibirsi dal vivo?
6. Ormai i concerti live streaming sono un po’ il nuovo trend del mondo musicale. Si è concordi
nell’affermare che, comunque sia, questi concerti non potranno mai del tutto sostituire quelli dal
vivo. Nel caso quindi in cui nel futuro si dovesse delineare una situazione in cui queste due forme di
intrattenimento si affiancano, sareste disposti a sfruttare anche l’opportunità dello streaming? E in che
modo la usereste?
7. Pensate che alcuni tipi di artisti o alcuni specifici generi siano favoriti dal format dei
concerti livestream o pensate che possa rimettere tutti allo stesso livello di partenza visto che è una
novità per tutti?
8. Lo streaming offre anche la possibilità di avere un pubblico internazionale senza doversi spostare
magari con tournèè che richiedono sforzi dal punto di vista oltre che umano anche da quello
ambientale, a causa dell’emissione di co2. Quanto secondo la vostra esperienza il mondo musicale è
consapevole dell’impatto ambientale generato dai concerti e quanto invece la musica italiana può
essere di interesse internazionale? E quindi quanto pensi che il live streaming possa avere un ruolo
determinante in questo?
9. Nella storia la musica è sempre stata associata a diverse forme di arte, come la letteratura, la filosofia la
danza e il teatro. Quale pensa che sia l’ulteriore step con i concerti online?
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